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following feature appearances on several notable japanese television programs (including
rokubanme no sayoko), chiaki made her hollywood debut in director quentin tarantinos
2003 film kill bill, volume i as gogo yubari, the manriki-wielding schoolgirl yakuza
bodyguard of tokyo mob mistress o-ren ishii. chiaki's lines in the film were all in japanese
(except for two words, bingo and hi). she has stated that she is in the process of learning
english and hopes to play more english-language roles in the future.[1] she was born in
tsuchiura, ibaraki. chiaki was a popular model during japan's child model boom in the
mid-1990s. in 1997, she appeared in the photobooks shinwa-shjo (girl of myth) and
shjokan (girl's residence), photographed by kishin shinoyama. shinwa-shjo became a bestseller but, as it contained some nudity, was discontinued by the publisher in 1999 after
the institution of new antichild pornography laws. she also posed as a model for the child
fashion magazines nicola (1997-2001) and pichi lemon (1996-2001). she was born in
tsuchiura, ibaraki. chiaki was one of the most popular models of the mid-1990s child
model boom in japan. in 1997, she appeared in her break in the photobooks shinwa-shjo
(girl of myth) and shjokan (girl's residence), photographed by kishin shinoyama. shinwashjo became a best-seller but, as it contained some nudity, was discontinued by the
publisher in 1999 after the institution of new anti-child pornography laws. she also posed
as a model for the child fashion magazines nicola (1997-2001) and pichi lemon
(1996-2001).
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in 2002, kuriyama joined the cast of the tv series witchblade on the fox network. the show was a
remake of the 1980s fox television series witchblade. she plays the role of the character "natsuko
megumi," and has been praised for her acting and singing talent. she performs two songs in the
show, both of which are listed as the theme songs. her first song, "kimi no ikenai tokimeko," became
an instant hit and received critical praise for her singing. the second one, "aisuru toki," was also an
instant hit and was nominated for a tako award in the best single award category. in addition, she
has released an original single called "toriko," and has become an experienced songstress.
kuriyama's versatility in acting has led to her acting in many different aspects of entertainment.
she's acted in movies, music videos, and commercials. she's been in many theatrical stage plays,
and has also performed in many tv programs. as a singer, she has released one original single,
"toriko," and her music videos have become some of the most popular videos in japan. as a model,
kuriyama has been a versatile performer and has earned a place of prominence in the fashion
industry. she's appeared in many fashion magazines, and has modeled for many companies. in
addition, she has been an active performer in several tv programs and commercials. her versatility
and charisma have led her to become a regular in the entertainment industry. kuriyama was born in
tsuchiura, ibaraki on october 10, 1984. when she was five, she started her modeling career,
becoming a contract model. as a child model, she was active in many magazine and advertisements.
in 1997, she appeared in the photobooks shinwa-shjo (girl of myth) and shjokan (girl's residence),
photographed by kishin shinoyama. in those books, she appeared nude. 5ec8ef588b
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